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A King in Exile
LADY PENELOPE SMYTHEEVERTON is dead. In point of fact she succumbed more than seven
years ago to a chronic illness that had distressed and weakened her for some time, but until
today when my train pulled away from Ashford station in Kent, I had never truly felt it in my
heart. Now I can feel nothing else.
I am, I believe, the one person who can truly be said to have known Penelope—and I
intend no offence by this familiarity—but despite the disparity of our social stations she was
my dearest friend and I believe I was hers. So it is that I take it upon myself to set down the
record of the extraordinary events of her life as they relate to the magnificent creature who
went to his own grave today, still mourning his mistress to his final, laboured breath. I know
how fantastic these words may seem, and I may never show them to another living being, but
I know I must write them.
Penelope SmytheEverton was the only daughter of Sir Anthony SmytheEverton and his
wife, Lady Eugenia. Two sons had died in infancy, but a third survived to plague them.
Penelope came late in their lives, as these matters are reckoned, and as soon as she began
to walk, talk, and wreak havoc about the household it was evident that this was the child they
had been waiting for.
When Penelope was six years old, and her brother Richard nineteen, Sir Anthony tired of
reading about the wonders of the world from deep in the interior of a leather chair at his club.
He announced his intention to take his family on a voyage round the world. Lady Eugenia,
uncertain about the wisdom of this plan, but willing to risk it for her beloved husband’s sake,
packed their trunks and made the arrangements.
They were not to return for four years, or three of them were not, at least. Richard put his
foot down after six months of sailing on tramp steamers, and trekking through unfamiliar
terrain, and wandering farther and farther from the London society that was his by right of
birth. He sailed home to live with his maternal grandmother. His parents were, by this time,
delighted to see him go.
It is probably not necessary to point out that Penelope was not reared in quite the same
manner as most young Englishwomen of her generation; indeed, at her father’s insistence,
she was raised to be a selfsufficient human being, exposed to the ideas and customs of a
dozen exotic cultures, and thus rendered quite unfit for society. Lady Eugenia used often to
bewail this fact, to which Sir Anthony was wont to reply, “Then perhaps she will emigrate to
America, where a lack of social graces seems to be a sort of social grace.”
Though Penelope’s education was exhaustive and wideranging, it managed somehow to
skip right over such niceties as fancy needlework or the rendering of floral arrangements in
watercolour. She could, however, stitch up a laceration like a surgeon and depict wild

animals with her pens and pencils in startling detail, often from far closer range than she ever
let on to her mother. She learnt to ride like a man and to shoot, though she never took to
killing her fellowcreatures, preferring to befriend living things of one toothy kind of another in
whatever remote part of the globe her family’s travels took them. Sir Anthony’s wanderlust
tended to return most years with the coming of spring, and they would be off for one of the
shrinking number of places they had not yet been.
I didn’t know Penelope as a child, though I often used to wish I had; I made the family’s
acquaintance some years later through the firm of Breffny, Blythe, & Warrington, where I had
recently become the most junior of solicitors. I was sent to the SmytheEverton household in
Belgrave Square on an errand for a more senior man, and was received at the door by Sir
Anthony himself, a breach of etiquette that would have had a proper Englishman fainting dead
away on the doorstep, but then I was not an Englishman, proper or otherwise.
“You must be young Mr Maguire!” boomed Sir Anthony in a hearty and quite uncivilised
voice. “Come in, lad, and have a whiskey with me!” We became fast friends that day, and
within the week he had transferred all his legal affairs into my keeping.
I stayed to dinner at Sir Anthony and Lady Eugenia’s insistence, and my first sight of
seventeenyearold Penelope was a streak of dirtsmeared white as she ran in from the
garden and upstairs to make herself presentable. When she came down again she wore a
pale green dress that matched her eyes, and her light brown hair was pulled up in a loose
knot from which little curls escaped to brush against her neck. I couldn’t breathe for a good
five seconds, but I like to think I recovered before anyone noticed my predicament. “Our
daughter, Penelope,” her father informed me, “though we call her Penny. Mr John Maguire.”
Penny smiled and held out a small, sunburnt hand. My heart thumped painfully, and I
muttered something I hoped acceptable about being pleased to meet her before reluctantly
releasing it.
My occupation, and therefore my social status, was not mentioned, but my accent was a
clear enough indication of my origins, and I could feel the gulf between us, though I must
admit the SmytheEvertons didn’t pay it any mind. Dinner was a casual affair, served by a
housekeeper and a single maid with whom the family kept up a lively conversation as the
meal was served and eaten. I’d never seen anything remotely like it, or not since I’d left
Ireland, anyway.
By the end of the evening I was totally and hopelessly in love with Penelope, a condition
from which I have never recovered. My social position, or lack thereof, required that I never
mention it. Over time we went from being “Mr Maguire” and “Miss SmytheEverton” to the
familiar intimacy of first names.

The following year Sir Anthony was taken with a longing to see some dark and seldom visited
region of South America south of the great wide Amazon down which they had journeyed on a
previous voyage before I had met them. Leaving in the early spring meant being conveniently
absent for the height of the London social season and the endless succession of sporting
events, parties, balls, and concerts that consumed upperclass English life until August.

The whole point of the season, after all, was to find husbands for daughters, and no young
man of social consequence would have dared consider Penelope as a wife, no matter how
much he might appreciate her unstudied loveliness or be secretly bewitched by her wild spirit.
The family’s fortunes were respectable without being extraordinary, and lacking a great deal
of fortune indeed, a wife like Sir Anthony and Lady Eugenia’s odd and outspoken daughter
would do a young man of blood and connections no good at all, and quite possibly a great
deal of harm.
For Penelope’s part, she found the young men boring and the older ones to be looking for
wellmoneyed wives to pay their debts. The legal and social restraints that marriage placed on
women, at least in England, were not suited to her, or she to them. Her grandmother had
insisted she be presented at the Court of St James the previous year, but noone could force
staunchly proper London society to invite Sir Anthony’s shockingly improper daughter to meet
their sons, or at least not more than once. If Penelope were ever to marry, it would have to be
to a different kind of man than she would meet in London. “Next year’s trip,” Sir Anthony told
me in confidence, “will be to America.” But first they would journey once more to the far
corners of the world.
I was on the docks that day in March to watch their ship depart and receive lastminute
instructions as to the overseeing of Sir Anthony’s affairs while the family were abroad.
Penelope waved at me from the railing as the ship moved away. I waved back, sorry as
always to see her receding from my sight. “I’ll write!” she called to me. “See you in the
autumn, John!”
In fact, she would be back before summer, a virulent jungle fever having taken both her
parents’ lives, and another life—the strangest I have ever known—having been placed in her
care.

I had planned to visit the house in Belgrave Square a few days after Penelope returned to
extend my condolences at the passing of her parents, but before I could do so she sent a
messenger to my office, asking me to call on her.
She met me in the parlour. She was dressed in black, but she would have seemed pale in
any colour, still weakened as she would be all her life from the illness which had struck down
Sir Anthony and Lady Eugenia, and still subdued by sorrow.
There was so much I wanted to say, but the only words I could manage were little more
than the formalised expressions of comfort she might have heard from anyone. I touched her
arm cautiously, then withdrew my hand, helpless to do or say anything meaningful and
ruefully aware of my inadequacy. Penelope rescued me from my discomfiture. “Come with me
to the drawingroom,” she said. “There’s something I’d like to show you.”
“What do you think of him?” she asked, having led me by the hand to a place near the
drawingroom fire where a small, naked, green reptile lay squirming in a tangled nest of
blankets on the hearth.
I withdrew my hand from hers before I could betray the consternation her intimacy
produced. “He?”

“At a guess.” She knelt down by the little creature and pulled me down beside her. “Isn’t
he the most beautiful thing you’ve ever seen?”
An unfair question, I thought, looking at her out of the corner of my eye, not at the least
because this scaly infant would certainly be regarded by any civilised person as a reptilian
nightmare. “Very nearly,” I admitted. “But what is he?”
“I’m not sure. I’m still looking through father’s natural histories, but I haven’t come across
anything remotely like him.”
Penelope had been given an egg, she told me, big as a breadbin, by a tribe of natives
deep in the interior of the South American continent. These same people had nursed her
through the fever that had cost her parents’ lives, and after their deaths had performed funeral
rites for them with all appropriate local custom. Then, as Penelope was leaving with the other
members of their party to rendezvous with their ship at the nearest riverport, they gave her a
gift to show their sorrow at her leaving and their hopes for her return. The eggs were
exceedingly rare, they informed her, hazardous to acquire, and remarkably good eating.
When she felt movement inside the leathery covering, she wrapped the egg in layers of
cloth and kept it close to the heat of her body for the remainder of the voyage home. It had
hatched only this morning, and she had sent a messenger to summon me to the house.
The creature was no larger than a skinny hen, and resembled one markedly save for the
absence of feathers and the rich green of his skin, over which was a sprinkling of paler spots
not unlike the markings of a fawn. His skull was overlarge, with huge golden eyes. His hind
legs were stout, with birdlike feet, but in place of wings were two ridiculously small forelimbs,
too tiny even to convey food from his twofingered claws to his enormous pinklined mouth,
which he now opened and shut in an obvious appeal for nourishment. He had never taken his
gaze from her face.
“What do you suppose he eats?” she asked me.
I regarded the razorsharp teeth that gnashed against one another as he opened and
closed his mouth with a sound like dozens of little needles rubbing together. “Meat,” I
ventured. Penelope herself was a vegetarian, but it was certain her young charge was not.
“I shall send for some,” she replied, and a short time later I was helping her drop bits of
finely minced raw beef into the little fellow’s gaping mouth. He gulped them ravenously,
vocalising his pleasure with soft grunts and squeals while gazing at her in what I imagined
was adoration.
In days to come the beastly infant would follow his mistress about the house like a toddling
child. He adopted a curious running gait with his head held back atop his curving neck and his
heavy tail straight out behind for balance, oversized chicken feet striking the ground toes first,
far more graceful than any description of mine could convey. His natural predilection for
hunting was evident in the way he would crouch down on his haunches, swivel his head, and
fix his eyes on any moving object, and he had signalled his graduation from chopped meat by
smashing through a lathandwire cage in the kitchen and claiming one of the chickens that
had been intended for Sunday’s supper.
Surely no employer save Penelope would have been able to avert the en masse
resignation of household staff that very nearly followed that scene of horror, and from then on
Agnes, the housekeeper, ordered a steadily increasing number of chickens.

“He needs a name,” Penelope said to me one afternoon over tea. Since the hatching I had
been visiting almost daily, at her assistance, and the duties outlined for me in Sir Anthony’s
will of looking after his daughter’s legal and financial interests had expanded to include the
giving of guidance and advice in reptilian affairs. I could scarcely complain if it brought me
more often into Penelope’s company, and I was forced to admit that I was growing fond of the
little terror who was seldom out of the shadow of her skirts.
“Well he’s very regal, isn’t he?” I mused, watching the subject of our conversation
following the flight of a housefly with rapt concentration. “Victoria would never do, though
she’s a predator, right enough. How about Albert?”
“You haven’t an ounce of respect for the crown, John,” Penelope chided, shaking her
head, but her lips turned up in a smile, and her eyes twinkled. “You’re so incorrigibly Irish.”
“I might have to act like an Englishman to earn my living, but that doesn’t make me one,” I
replied, returning her smile.
“Well, you needn’t put on an act for me,” she assured me, “it’s one of my favourite things
about you. No, not Victoria, nor Albert either. Keep trying, though.”
“We might try another language, then. Let’s see… The Greek for ‘king’ is tyrannos.”
“Too ponderous.”
“The Latin,” I suggested, “is rex.”
“That’s it!” Penelope laughed with delight. “I had a dog named Rex when I was little. Even
he wasn’t as faithful a creature as my little beast. Rex it is.”
Rex’s jaws closed upon the hapless fly with a loud snap.

Richard—now Sir Richard SmytheEverton—was never a frequent visitor to the house in
Belgrave Square, preferring to keep a safe distance from his sister’s unorthodox habits, but
fortune occasionally frowned upon her in the form of a dutiful visit laden with disapproving
remarks and seemingly endless and pointed conversation about social propriety and some
people’s lack thereof. Penelope was certain that it was an inborn talent for malice that caused
these visits to occur at the most inopportune moments, but it may have been attributable only
to bad luck that his final visit chanced to occur on the afternoon I accompanied her—driven in
Penelope’s carriage by Jim, Agnes’ husband—to the Crystal Palace at Sydenham.
On the grounds surrounding the palace, itself a large and impressive edifice of sparkling
glass, an artificial lake held three artificial islands featuring lifesized replicas of prehistoric
plants and animals rendered by the celebrated sculptor Benjamin Waterhouse Hawkins. We
walked around the park, while Penelope gazed intently at the rhinoceroslike Iguanadon with
legs like mighty tree trunks, the Dicynodon, a sort of tortoise built large, with protruding tusks,
and other examples of longextinct reptilian life, soberly arrayed in sombre colours of dun and
greyishgreen.
“They’re so stodgy,” Penelope remarked. “Tedious, in fact.”
“Like plump English gentlemen after consuming too much Christmas goose,” I agreed.
“One wonders how they managed to move faster than a sedate walk.”

“I’ll admit I entertained the idea that Rex might be related to these dinosaurians,” she
sighed, “but reptiles are coldblooded, sluggish by the nature of their metabolisms. He isn’t
anything like them, is he?”
“No,” I agreed with a smile, remembering the little monster chasing Bernadette the parlour
maid and her dinner up two flights of stairs from the kitchen. His playing—near constant
during his brief waking hours—was enthusiastic, energetic, and usually pursued at breakneck
speed. “Your Rex is a beast unto himself.”
“Our Rex,” Penelope corrected me, slipping an arm through mine. “You’ve been almost as
much a parent to him as I have.”
I turned my head to study a model of a Plesiosaurus, halfsubmerged in the lake. By the
time I turned back again I had regained most of my composure. “Perhaps we should be
getting back,” I said. “You told Agnes to expect us for tea.”
As the carriage turned from Grosvenor Crescent onto Belgrave Square we were greeted
by the sight of Sir Richard running towards us, hat in hand, trousers in tatters. Rex was a few
steps behind in fullout bipedal gallop, jaws open, and behind him were Agnes and Bernadette
in mad pursuit.
The horses reared up and shrieked in terror as Rex ran past us. As Jim fought to control
them, Penelope and I leaped from the cab and joined the chase. Rex was clearly gaining on
Sir Richard now, toothy mouth snapping hungrily inches from his backside. “Rex, no!”
Penelope cried, and the little creature stopped and wheeled at the sound of her voice, and
trotted back the way he had come, docile as a pet hound. She gathered him up in her arms,
not without difficulty, as he was already considerably larger than when he had hatched, and
hurried into the house.
Sir Richard turned a corner and was gone, pursued now only by his own carriage and
driver.
“We haven’t heard the last of this,” Penelope assured me when at last our tea was served.
I was certain she was right. The house in Belgrave Square was actually Sir Richard’s
property, having come down from his maternal grandfather. He let his sister live there
rentfree while he occupied a grander house in Mayfair, but today’s incident would almost
surely mark the end of that arrangement.
Penelope had inherited, along with other properties and business interests that would
provide a more than comfortable living, a large country estate near Ashford, in Kent. It had
originally been the SmytheEvertons’ summer home, summer being an unthinkable season to
pass in London for any but outandout commoners, but except for a caretaker and his wife
who lived on the grounds, it had been largely unoccupied these past thirteen years.
“It will take some work,” she acknowledged when I mentioned the possibility, “But I think
you’re right.” She patted Rex’s scaly head. “After all, we’ve no idea how large he’s going to
get.”
I travelled to Kent immediately and arranged for a compound to be built adjoining the main
house of Willowbridge, the SmytheEverton estate, and for large trees to be planted both
inside and outside the perimeter fence, which would be constructed of heavy wroughtiron,
more than twenty feet high, and sunk half as many feet again into the ground. The house was
conveniently distant from neighbors on three sides, and the adjoining estate on the fourth side

was unoccupied. The Belgrave Square staff would accompany Penelope to Kent, and a
groundskeeper and herdsman would be hired to complete the household, a discreet supply of
fresh meat being essential.
Sir Richard sent a message through his solicitors, asking his sister to vacate the premises
within the month, and to take her pet crocodile with her. I was able to persuade him to extend
the date considerably by assuring him that she would be taking up residence nearly fifty miles
away and had no intention of returning to live in London. He did not pay another call, which
relieved his sister greatly.
The year after Penelope took possession of Willowbridge, the compound was enlarged
again, and then again the year following. When Rex was four years old his knee towered
above my head, and while I am not a tall man, I know no man so tall that he would not have
seemed an infant next to that immense animal. His skull was as long as my entire body, and
his teeth were the size of carvingknives. His skin was thicker than boot leather, green
shading into yellowgreen—the infant mottling long gone now—with patches of brilliant scarlet
surrounding his eyes, and scarlet streaks on his body and tail.
His forelimbs were still disproportionately tiny, less than three feet long from shoulder to tip
of claw, but his bearing was more kingly than ever as he grew to his maturity, and his appetite
was now equal to a live steer every third day, the piled bones of which littered one corner of
the enclosure. Like an overgrown housecat, he would rub contentedly against the trees and
shred their bark into ribbons by sharpening his claws. He spent most of his time sleeping,
curled in a ball inside his nest of branches and bracken, muscles twitching spasmodically in
unknowable reptilian dreams.
I made it a point to take the early train to Ashford on every Saturday I was not occupied
with other business, and always caught the latest train back that same evening so as to avoid
any suggestion of impropriety. It was a long journey, with a carriage ride of several miles from
Ashford station to Willowbridge and back with Jim, but I treasured the hours spent with
Penelope, and the next visit was always uppermost in my mind during the dreary London
weekdays.
We would stroll the perimeter of the compound on fine days while Penelope sketched Rex
in every mood and from every angle, and pay visits inside the fence on days he was not being
fed. Penelope never grew accustomed to the sight of him ripping another animal to pieces,
and once I had witnessed the sight I was never certain he would recognize us as friends when
the predator’s blood lust was upon him.

On the weekend before Christmas, nearly five years after Penelope had vacated her brother’s
house, I came from London with gifts for the household. A rain like icy needles had been
falling for days, and streams were overflowing their beds, making the trip from the station a
chancy one. After dinner, Penelope and I sat by the fire in the drawingroom, sipping port and
listening to the rain blow against the north side of the house. Thunder and lightning came
steadily nearer and closer together as the storm gathered strength above us. I put another log
on the fire, trying to delay the inevitable moment of my departure.

A flash of lightning mimicked an instant of daylight through the tall windows, and a
deafening crash followed it by only a fraction of a second, followed in turn by a roar of what
might have been rage or terror from the nearby compound. We started, then smiled at one
another. Rex had always disliked thunderstorms. “You should stay the night,” Penelope said,
rising and crossing to the far side of the room. She shivered in the draft near the window and
coughed, drawing her shawl closer about her shoulders.
“Are you all right?” I asked.
“Yes, I’m fine,” she replied, but I’d felt for some time that she had grown weaker since her
illness, and tired more easily.
Bernadette entered the room silently and began to draw the drapes. Rain pounded against
the panes, and another crash of thunder shook the house. The windows secured, Bernadette
made a curtsey to us and left the room.
“I don’t think it’s safe to take the carriage to Ashford. Agnes has already lit the fire in the
east guest room,” she continued, sensing my argument before I had a chance to put it into
words. “I won’t take no for an answer.”
She turned to face me, colour rising in her cheeks. “We’ve never spoken of it, John…” she
began, but before she could complete the thought there came a shout from outside and a
moment later Jasper, the groundskeeper, burst through the sitting room doors, soaked to the
skin, dripping rain onto the fine hardwood floor. “He’s got out!” he gasped, face white and
eyes large with fear. Neither of us had to ask who he meant.
Jim lit lanterns and ran outside, following the huge, deep footprints until the rain filled them
completely. Penelope looked around fearfully, straining to see beyond the lantern’s light.
“Where can he be?” she cried.
The terrified bellowing of a large animal left no doubt where he was, perhaps a
quartermile to the east, not far from the boundary to the nearest estate, which had recently
been taken over by new tenants. I took Penelope’s hand and we ran in that direction, Jasper
and Jim panting behind us.
Flashes from the sky illuminated a scene of primal horror as we broke through the
hedgerow and reached the meadow. Rex stood with one massive foot on a struggling cow,
torrents of rain slashing down on them both. His head shot forwards and down, ripping out a
deep, yardlong chunk of flesh and twisting it away from the twitching carcase with a toss of
his head that sent blood and meat flying in all directions. My stomach threatened to revolt at
the overwhelming stench of death.
To the accompaniment of another lightningflash he threw his head back and bolted the
chunk of meat. Blood flowed from his jaws, and rain washed it down the front and sides of his
body in black rivulets. When the thunder faded I heard dogs barking, coming closer, and men
shouting. Rex answered their shouts with a bellow that vibrated the air around us. His hot
breath pressed against our faces, even through the icy rain.
“We have to get him out of here!” Penelope turned to me, but I shook my head. “We can’t
get near him when he’s like this,” I protested.
Rex bent down his head and took another bonescraping bite of his victim. His eyes
glowed like fire in the lanternlight, the slit pupils—like cat’s eyes out of some

nightmare—contracting and dilating again as his gaze moved from the lanternshine to the
blackness beyond, from which the shouts came again, closer now.
Penelope took a step towards him. I reached for her, but she shook off my hand with a
backwards look that froze me in my tracks. “Rex!” she called, shouting to be heard over the
rain and thunder. “It’s me, Rex!”
The beast turned, cocking his gigantic head at the sound of his mistress’ voice. Soaked
and shivering, Penelope walked forwards, hand outstretched.
He shuddered and turned one glowing eye on her, blood dripping from dagger fangs. The
breath roared in and out of his lungs with a sound like a labouring locomotive. His arms
twitched impotently, and a deep rumbling rose up from his throat and was forced out through
his jaws as he raised his snout to the sky in a howl of defiance. She stood silhouetted against
his bulk by the lantern’s light, so small and helpless against his size, his power. He took a
groundjarring step nearer, another. I started towards them, cold with fear. Then he bent down
and touched her outstretched hand, briefly, with his nose. She turned and walked away, and
he followed, flanked by Jasper and Jim.
Running footsteps crashed through the darkness behind me. I spun and ran towards them,
holding up my lantern to blind the newcomers to any movement in the darkness beyond me.
“Over here!” I cried. “Something’s killed a cow!”
Three men—strangers—came through the hedgerow and stopped short at the savaged
carcase, lanterns high. “Christ!” one exclaimed, staggering back. “What could’ve donethat?”
“I think it was some kind of lion,” I provided. “It ran off over there!” I pointed in the opposite
direction to the one taken by Penelope and Rex. Never mind the sheer impossibility of my
claim, the devastated body of the cow and my obvious and unfeigned terror were evidence
enough for them. The men took off in the direction I’d indicated, leaving me trembling with
relief. When I could no longer hear their voices I turned and walked back towards
Willowbridge, wet and miserably cold. The rain blew through every layer of clothing, soaking
me to the skin.
Jasper was nailing boards over the rent in the compound fence when I reached it. “You
should take her inside, Mr Maguire,” he said, nodding his head towards a sheltered corner of
the compound. “She don’t look good, and she won’t listen to me ‘n’ Jim.”
I opened the gate and went inside to find Rex curled up in his nest, twitching in his sleep,
blood still pooled between the ridges of his hide. Penelope sat beside him, stroking his flank.
Chills shook her. She seemed not to notice.
I pulled her to her feet, and she collapsed against me, unable to stand. I carried her into
the house, shouting for Agnes and Bernadette.
Soon she was in her bed, piled with coverings. A fire raged in the fireplace, and still she
shivered uncontrollably despite the heat and an ounce of brandy I’d managed to get into her.
Jim had gone for the doctor, but with little hope he’d be back before the storm abated. I had
changed into a set of Jim’s dry clothes and taken a coverlet from the guest room. Agnes
made no protest when I pulled a chair closer to Penelope’s bed and settled into it, but wished
me good night and closed the door behind her as she left, making me promise to call her
immediately there was any change.

I realised I had dozed when her voice awoke me, calling my name. I threw off my coverlet
and bent over her. “I’m here, Penny,” I told her, but she gave no sign of hearing. I touched her
cheek. Her skin was on fire, and her shivering was deep and awful. I picked up the covers and
crept into bed beside her and took her in my arms.

Sunlight streamed into the room through the eastern windows. I looked down to see Penelope
sleeping in the crook of my arm. My heart nearly burst, and I was afraid she’d wake to the
pounding it made, but I allowed myself a moment with my cheek against hers, breathing in the
scent of her skin. A tear squeezed out from between my eyelids, and I pulled away, but not
before it had fallen onto her neck. She sighed, and I withdrew my arm slowly from beneath
her and left her bed.
The doctor came that morning, and every day for four weeks after. I sent word to London
that I was unavoidably detained. Christmas went forgotten, and New Year’s Day, and the
whole of January, as we nursed her around the clock. The sickness had settled in her
weakened lungs, and coughing racked her day and night, sapping her strength. I spent many
more nights in the chair by her bed, watching her sleep, before we were certain she would
recover. When she was well enough to sit up for meals and laugh at my jokes, I returned to
London.
My visits to Willowbridge were less frequent after that, partly because of the demands of
my practice, and partly because the longer I spent with Penelope the more afraid I grew that I
would betray my feelings. I went to pains to avoid the casual intimacies she had often allowed
me innocently enough, and kept a certain distance, both physical and emotional, between us.
There was nothing innocent in my love and desire for her, and nothing in me that would
benefit a lady of gentle birth. It was better left unspoken, or so I thought.
Penelope had often dreamed of seeing America, perhaps even settling there eventually,
but it was plain that as long as Rex lived her travels were over. “I hate keeping him captive,”
she told me one day as we walked around the perimeter of the compound, “but he’s out of his
world, wherever or whenever that might be, and there’s no place for him in this one.” We had
read reports over the years of the remains of similar creatures found on the barren plains of
North America, in strata more than sixty million years old. Five thousand miles away, scientific
feuds and shooting wars had been fought over rights to the bones of Rex’s gargantuan
cousins from another age.
He might very well be the last of his kind, we knew, but Penelope would never allow a
suggestion that she might make his existence public, or make him subject to scientific study
and scrutiny. Even his bones were to be sacrosanct, buried deep in an unmarked grave at
Willowbridge when his life was over. She made me swear to honour that wish should Rex
survive her. “He’s a king,” she said. “Let him live in the dignity that befits a king. I can at least
give him that.”
And so Penelope abandoned her dreams of faraway places and dedicated the rest of her
life to making her strange friend as happy as possible, though that was not such a long time,
as it happened.

A few years after the Christmas week incident, Penelope asked me to draw up her will.
“You’re not yet thirty!” I protested, but she only smiled and touched my hand. We both knew
her health was not good; she was thinner and more delicate than before her latest
illness—though she seemed as lovely as ever to me. She had never regained full strength,
and was even more prone to fevers and coughs.
Her fingers burned against my hand. “I’ll just go get a pen and some paper,” I said, turning
away.
She was dead within the month.

Agnes sent a message summoning me to Willowbridge from London. There being no train
leaving for several hours yet, I hired a carriage and paid well for speed. When I arrived
Penelope was asleep, her face flushed and her breathing difficult. I wiped away my tears and
reached a hand out to cover hers. “I’m here, Penny,” I whispered, leaning over her.
“Just like before,” she murmured. “Come hold me again, John.” Her eyes opened and she
watched my face. “You thought I never knew.” She held out her arms to me.
I was still holding her when her breathing slowed and ceased.
Rex lived another seven years, bewildered and confused every day of it, always listening
for a certain voice, always searching for one who never came. I continued to oversee the
financial affairs of the estate, but visited seldom. We had been friends of a sort, he and I, but it
was her he missed, and I could not replace her.
There was another reason as well: when I walked through the house at Willowbridge, it
seemed almost that I might meet Penelope round the next corner, or hear her laugh from
another room. It was hard to leave that feeling and go back to London, so I made it a point to
stay in London most of the time.

I went back for the last time only yesterday, in response to a telegram that said “He is dying.”
There was nothing I could do, but I had to witness what was, more than anyone living save
myself could know, the end of an era.
He seemed old and frail, ribs showing under the sagging skin of his sides. The oncebright
eyes were rheumy, halfclosed, the fires of intelligence nearly extinguished. I watched him
from beyond the fence for a few minutes, then asked Jasper to let me in the gate. I sat down
beside him where he lay in his favourite corner, deep in a nest like that of a giant bird. I laid a
hand on his flank and he raised his head and turned one eye upon me, then seemed to
realize I was not she. A sharp, wheezing breath exploded from his nostrils, but he suffered me
to stroke him and murmur words of compassion and fellowfeeling.
“It’s been a long exile, old boy,” I told him. “Such a cruel thing to be out of your time, born
into a world that can never understand you.”
A great golden eye blinked and looked on me with unmistakable sorrow. “I miss her too,” I
told him. He sighed deeply and fell into the sleep from which he would not awaken. I stayed

by his side a while longer, as though he might still be able to sense my presence. “I think
perhaps we were all three born out of our time,” I said.

When I arrive in London this evening I will go directly to my office and make arrangements for
the upkeep of Willowbridge and the future livelihood of Penny’s faithful staff. Tomorrow
morning I will tender my resignation to the firm of Breffny, Blythe, & Warrington and, as soon
as possible, take ship for America.
It’s fitting, I think, for such a bold and audacious land to have been ruled, many millions of
years ago, by giants like the one we buried today. Such a country would surely have had a
place in it for someone like my darling Penny. Perhaps it will have a place for me as well.

Hail to the King
How I wrote “A King in Exile”
Like most kids I’ve ever known, I loved dinosaurs. I read about them, I drew pictures of them,
I memorized their strange, romantic names, and I dreamed of unearthing their bones. At the
age of nine, I knew I was headed for a career in paleontology. As it happens, I was actually
headed for a career in writing and editing, so eventually, I suppose, those two paths wanted to
cross. One day decades after I had abandoned my paleontological dreams, I found myself
wondering what kind of person might logically find herself in possession of a mysterious egg
and bring a living, breathing piece of the cretaceous into Victorian London.
As ideas about the story began to come together in my mind, I grew excited about the
places it might go. I was relatively new to writing, and had not yet made my first fiction sale. In
my unbridled enthusiasm, I gave an elevator pitch to someone who told me all the reasons
the idea was a bad one, why the story was unbelievable, and why it would be a waste of my
time to write it.
Some time later, Algis Budrys would offer some advice he’d picked up watching the
behavior of writers at workshops. He said to keep your story ideas close to your chest unless
you know the person you’re talking to won’t try to critique it. An idea can always be shot full of
holes, he said. Once it’s written, peer critiques can be helpful. Until then, you risk letting
someone convince you to kill what could have been a perfectly good story.
But I hadn’t yet heard that excellent advice, and so I took my friend’s criticism to heart and
decided, with much regret, that however much I loved my idea, I didn’t have a viable story
after all. I locked it away in the back of my mind for years.
Enter Lorelei Shannon, gaming industry colleague, fellow writer, good friend, and goth
punk chick extraordinaire. She’s quite knowledgeable about many facets of Victorian society,
so one day I mentioned my idea and told her why I’d never written the story. She begged me
to disregard what I’d heard before and write it anyway. She pointed out all the ways in which
the advice I’d received long ago was wrong. She offered suggestions based on her studies of
the lives of women in Victorian England and breathed new life into my old idea until I was
ready to begin again. I sat down at my keyboard with renewed enthusiasm for my idea, my
setting, and my characters—Lady Penelope, John Maguire, and of course, Rex.
The young Lady Penelope who came to life in my mind was a bit of a fish out of water as a
gentleman’s daughter in mid19thcentury England. She was independent, courageous,
adventurous in the extreme, and not a particularly good risk on the marriage market. John
Maguire, a junior solicitor far from his home in Ireland, seemed a likely candidate to see in her
what other young men of her acquaintance could not. He was also from a lower social class,

and being Irish set him down yet another rung on the societal ladder, so he could not be
considered a prospective husband.
It seemed inevitable even before I started writing that John would fall in love with
Penelope, and as soon as I typed the first words of the story, I knew that no miracle would
occur to grant them the happy ending they deserved. Penelope and John lived decades
before the Great War accelerated changes that would render the social strictures that bound
them nearly unrecognizable. Some part of their tragedy is made even sadder by our
perspective from more than a century later. We know that the world was about to change, and
they did not.
My portrayal of Rex owes a lot to Predatory Dinosaurs of the World: A Complete Illustrated
Guide by Gregory S. Paul, which was always at the top of a tall stack of reference books
teetering near my desk as I wrote. I wanted my dinosaur character to live and breathe, unlike
the stuffy, stodgy Victorian sculptures displayed on the grounds of the Crystal Palace that
influenced popular and scientific thinking about dinosaurs for generations. I wanted to bring a
living creature of the steamy, lush cretaceous to live in a time and place impossibly foreign to
his kind, then watch what happened next.
What happened was a love story. The more I wrote, the more the story filled up and spilled
over with love—love expressed and unexpressed, love that conquered millennia and love that
prevailed over death itself. The love these characters bore one another wove in and out of
their experiences and adventures together to become the heart and soul of “A King in Exile.”

About Bridget McKenna
Bridget McKenna began her writing career at the age of nine by painstakingly copying other
writers’ works into a composition book. Eventually she decided it was less work to make up
her own.
Since then she has written and edited books, short fiction, magazine articles, computer
games, and web content. She has been shortlisted for the Hugo, Nebula, and Shamus
awards, and has never taken one home. She lives in Seattle, where she continues her search
for the ultimate butter masala.
As a child, Bridget wanted to dig up dinosaurs from the earth, but life had other plans. She
decided to dig one up from her unconscious mind instead.
www.bridgetmckenna.com

More by Bridget McKenna

The Little Book of SelfEditing for Writers
12 Ways to Take Your Book from Good to Great
Whether your aim is to seek a publishing contract or to publish your book yourself, you want
your writing to be as free of placeholder words, as devoid of verbal crutches, as lean and
clean as you can to make it. This book will show you how.
Good editing by the writer—before an outside editor ever sees your work—can make the
difference between an okay book and a good one, or between a good book and a great one.
“I discovered it at the perfect time—just as I was finishing up the copyediting and cleanup
on my latest novel.” 5star Amazon Review
“...What this is is a book about crafting the most polished, powerful prose possible so that
when you do hire an editor you aren't wasting your money fixing things you could have &
should have fixed on your own.... 5star Amazon Review
“The book is a must for anyone trying to publish—even the experienced author.” 5star
Amazon Review
Available at Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca, Amazon.com.au, and all Amazon
stores.

The Defiling
On a pilgrimage across a pitiless desert, three poets find a small child dying of thirst and
exposure. They stop to observe and create art from the moment, for this is the work of true
poets—their duty to the world. One will not comprehend the tragedy they are about to witness.
One will lose everything she possesses, and the third will feel the weight of her next decision
for every moment of her life to come.
The Defiling is a science fiction short story of approximately 3000 words. It originally
appeared in Amazing Stories magazine, edited by Patrick L. Price.
Available at Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca, Amazon.com.au, and all Amazon
stores.

The Good Pup
A summer rainstorm, a speeding car, and all that’s left for Romer Wills and his family is to
build a coffin and hold a funeral for their beloved Pup so the children can feel they’ve done the
proper thing. And that would be that, but three nights later something comes scratching at the
kitchen door. Pup has returned, and with him have come happiness and rejoicing, trouble and
sorrow, miracles and dark deeds.
“The Good Pup” originally appeared in The Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction, edited
by Kristine Kathryn Rusch, in March 1993. It was a finalist for the Hugo and Nebula Awards
for Short Story.
Available at Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca, Amazon.com.au, and all Amazon
stores.

Red Fuji
Katsushika Hokusai is dying. His daughter brings him a brush and ink to write his death poem,
and the greatest living artist in Japan laments “If Heaven could only grant me ten more years!
Even five more, and I would become a real painter!” But soon his life and his painting will
come to an end. It falls to a visitor from a different realm to make the master an offer he never
expected.
“Red Fuji” is a previously unpublished short story of approximately 2200 words.
Available at Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca, Amazon.com.au, and all Amazon
stores.

The Bard Effect
A team of scientists has assembled millions in government funding and a staggering number
of chimpanzees to train in communicating via keyboard. Jackie is a promising beginner, and
Harold is an upandcomer, but Billy is a failure who types nothing but gibberish. Today, Billy
is being transferred to the San Diego Zoo, but before he goes, he has a few things to say.
The Bard Effect is a shortshort story at a little over 1800 words. It was originally published
in Amazing Stories magazine, edited by Kim Mohan.
Available at Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca, Amazon.com.au, and all Amazon
stores.

Kidnapped by Aliens
Suppose you felt trapped in an unhappy marriage. Suppose you saw this ad in a
newspaper…
“Have you ever wished YOUR loved one could be kidnapped by aliens? Call
1800GOODBYE for more information. No salesmen will call.”
If you're Guy Collier, wellmeaning but luckless tech writer for a big Los Angeles software
company, you might just pick up the phone and call. But that might only be the beginning of
your problems.
“Kidnapped by Aliens!” was originally published in June 1995 in Tomorrow SF, edited by
Algis Budrys. It includes an essay by the authors, “Writing (and Rewriting) Kidnapped by
Aliens!”
Available at Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca, Amazon.com.au, and all Amazon
stores.

Evenings, Mornings, Afternoons
Jonathan sees something in the waves—something terrifying and wonderful. But he’s
probably just crazy. There could not possibly be beautiful young men and women playing out
beyond the breakers in the frigid winter ocean, festooning their naked bodies with seaweed,
singing the songs he hears in his dreams. It’s probably only the drugs the doctors give him for
the pain that never leaves him alone.
But as he feels death coming nearer, the song grows more insistent, and the seapeople
swim closer to shore. Jonathan must know once and for all if he’s “a crazy old fairy” as his
best friend insists, or if the people in the waves have some message for him.
“Evenings, Mornings, Afternoons” was originally published in Isaac Asimov’s Science
Fiction Magazine, edited by Gardner Dozois, in 1990. This edition includes an essay by the
author, “I Have Heard the Mermaids Singing.”
Available at Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca, and all Amazon stores.

The Little Things
They came in twos and threes and halfdozens, flying above the main street of town on some
unknown and unimaginable errand, perhaps twice the size of large butterflies, with pale
slender bodies, and dragonfly wings sparkling in the sun.
The children noticed them first, and followed them down the street, looking up in wonder.
“Fairies!” they shouted to their parents inside the cozy houses. “Fairies!” they shrieked to
one another in high voices. “Fairies!”
In Morgan’s Glen, everything is about to change.
“The Little Things” was originally published in The Magazine of Fantasy & Science Fiction,
edited by Kristine Kathryn Rusch, in 1993. The Ravenscourt Press edition features an
afterword by the author: “Writing ‘The Little Things’”
Available at Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca, Amazon.com.au, and all Amazon
stores.

Hole in the Wall
It’s 1956. Dwight D. Eisenhower is in the White House, and all’s right with the world. Morton
Grimes is a county health inspector on a mission: run Ladislaw Tomacheski out of business.
Between Tomacheski’s suspicious foreign accent, his Negro fry cook, and the strange
phenomenon that keeps appearing on the Ladies’ Room wall, Tomacheski’s Hole in the Wall
diner is a thorn in Grimes’ side. But certain people from another place and time have a
different plan for Tomacheski, and all the power vested in Morton Grimes by the health
department will be no match for them.
“Hole in the Wall” originally appeared in Isaac Asimov’s Science Fiction Magazine, edited
by Gardner Dozois, in 1990. It was reprinted in Time Gates, edited by Gardner Dozois and
Jack Dann, in 1997. This edition includes an essay by the author: “Writing Hole in the Wall.”
Available at Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca, Amazon.com.au, and all Amazon
stores.

A Little Night Music
Richie is a dealer, selling tickets on a steep drop to hopeless addiction. To music. His best
friend Vince lives in poverty to support his craving for Mozart. Somewhere in L.A., a virtuoso
chemist has targeted them for a brutal experiment. Can either of them survive it?
“Music and drugs have a connection that goes way back. In ‘A Little Night Music,’ Bridget
McKenna takes that connection and tightens it down until the words come to mean basically
the same thing….” —Kim Mohan, Amazing Stories Magazine
“A Little Night Music” was originally published in Amazing Stories Magazine, edited by Kim
Mohan, in 1991.
Available at Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca, Amazon.com.au, and all Amazon
stores.

The Old Organ Trail
Pewtie Marshall’s days of tearing up the blue highways in his hotrod with an Igloo full of black
market organs are long behind him—or so he thinks. When Angelo “The Eliminator” Angelini
calls upon Pewtie to make one last run, he knows it’s not an offer he can refuse.
Now Pewtie and his sorrylooking dog, Dave, need to gas the old hotrod and burn up the
roads to the Oregon border. Between here and there, they're going to need to be invisible to
CHiPSat, the murderous trafficcontrol satellite, and keep a weather eye in the rearview for
any sign of JimmyBob “Roadkill” LaRue and the Skullbusters M.C.
“The Old Organ Trail” was originally published in Writers of The Future, Volume 2, edited
by Algis Budrys, in 1986. This edition includes the author’s afterword, “Finding the Old Organ
Trail.”
Available at Amazon.com, Amazon.co.uk, Amazon.ca, Amazon.com.au, and all Amazon
stores.

